
Summer drinking glass covers made from Hama beads
Instructions No. 1484
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 45 Minutes

There you go:
Practical, decorative and, above all, very easy and very quickly
made: Protective covers for drinking glasses!

That's how it works:

You need besides the Hama-Pearls only round Hama-Pegboards. Place the
beads according to your personal taste or as in this idea in the look of a
sliced fruit: Lemon, Lime, Orange, Apple or Melon. The middle of the plate is
cut out to leave a small opening for the straw later 

The protective lids in the shape of fruit can also be laid very well by children
from 3 years of age. As soon as the pattern is ready, the covered plate is
covered with permanent iron-on foil and fixed together by ironing.

Attention: The stronger you press the iron and the longer you iron, the
stronger the beads will be connected to each other, the stronger the Hama-
Pearls are also merging more and more visually 

Summertime fun for young and old

Are you looking for more great summery craft and decoration ideas?

Instruction 1485 shows you how to colourfully design stylish flamingos
for outdoor use
Instruction 1473 deals with buttons made of shrink-wrap foil - a great
leisure time fun for every weather
Instruction 1460 Colourful Summer Cushions makes you want to paint
in a relaxing way and modern cushions, which also look great in the
"Garden Lounge".

Article number Article name Qty
640930 Hama Beads "Pastel", 3.000 pcs. 1
642170-01 Hama PearlsWhite 1
642170-03 Hama PearlsYellow 1
642170-05 Hama PearlsRed 1
642170-10 Hama PearlsGreen 1
642170-26 Hama PearlsPowder 1
642170-48 Hama PearlsPastel-Fuchsia 1
642170-18 Hama PearlsBlack 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/sommerliche-flamingo-deko-t1686/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/sommerliche-flamingo-deko-t1686/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/buttons-from-shrink-foil-t1660/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/buttons-from-shrink-foil-t1660/
https://www.vbs-hobby.fr/en/farbenfrohe-sommerkissen-t1668/
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